Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego?
Google Earth’s “Kremlin Caper”
Your Mission
You and a partner will solve one of the greatest mysteries of all time. You and Carmen
Sandiego are looking to find Paper Star, a villain that stole the keys to the Kremlin.

Gameplay
1) Pick a partner.
2) One of you will load the game into Google Earth (search for “Google Earth Kremlin
Caper” or look under “Games” once you’re in Google Earth).
3) The other person will keep his/her/their computer available to search for information
such as country flags, currency, languages, a world map, and famous buildings.
4) If you don’t have two computers, open two tabs in your browser.
5) Together, you will investigate, follow clues, and track down Paper Star around the globe.
6) Make sure to use the map on the back of this worksheet to track your adventure:
a. Create a symbol for where you started (example: a star).
b. Create a symbol for your flights or travels (example: a dotted line).
c. Color in the countries that were correct choices (example: green) and the
countries that were mistakes (example: red). You may need an atlas.
d. Create a symbol for where you end the game (example: fireworks or a handcuff).
e. Draw and label a legend on the map to show your use of symbols.
7) Get to it! There is no time to waste!

What Did You Learn?
1) What is the Kremlin? ______________________________________________
2) Where is the Kremlin located? _______________________________________
3) What are two new countries that you visited?
a. ___________________________
b. ___________________________
4) What are two new facts about the world that you learned?
a. _______________________________________________________
b. _______________________________________________________
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Glossary
Caper - A goofy adventure often involving dangerous, illegal or questionable actions.
Carmen Sandiego - Your friend and assistant in tracking down Paper Star.
Kremlin - Like the White House in the USA, this is where the Russian president lives.
Gumshoe – A detective
Paper Star - The villain who stole the keys to the Kremlin.

LEGEND

- Where we caught Paper Star
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